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Marks of Time: The Spiritual World of Yang Chihung    Yin Shuangxi 

Since 2011, Yang Chihung’s new works have been infused with a lively sense of motion akin to the dramatic turbulence 
caused by storms and atmospheric currents, though this movement is subject to an inner force and centripetal structure. As 
such, viewers can feel first hand the strict control Yang maintains over his works, an ability that can be traced back to tireless 
creative work over many years and an inner spiritual strength. This reflects the peace of mind that comes from observing life 
and the universe and more often than not the artist’s own life experiences and reflections thereon. It is also a clear indication 
of the exquisite language on which the Yang focuses as he transforms life experiences and psychological awareness into 
abstract art. As British academic John Berger has said: “All the languages of art have been developed as an attempt to 
transform the instantaneous into the permanent.” 

As with western modern art, Yang Chihung’s work has evolved from representational to abstract art. In 1979, when he moved 
from Taiwan to New York, the New Image Painting movement was just taking off, as a result of which Yang started to create 
expressive paintings infused with romantic and symbolic elements. These pieces bore a certain similarity to the neo 
expressionist “trans-avant-garde art” of Italian artists Enzo Cucchi, Sandro Chia and Francesco Clemente in the 1970s, both 
using collections of cultural and natural fragments to showcase the artist’s reflections on history and art. If we take a broad 
view of the works produced by Yang in this period there is a clear tension between personal sentiment and history, which is to 
say that his life experience and intellectual reflections on history effectively created a disorientation of time and space. For 
example, although works from this era such as “The Violence of Nature” (1982-83) and “A Landscape with A Goat Head” 
(1983) use the texturing method and semiotics of landscapes and flora in traditional Chinese ink painting, the image of the 
goat eating leaves and the piece of wood inserted into the growth rings of a tree stump express a keenly felt sense of violence. 
On the whole, works from this period are replete with museum-type collections of images, but the floral leaves, animal skulls, 
shells, fallen trees and ancient statues are transformed into basic semiotics in later pieces. At this time, background depictions 
in such works as “Fantasies of Fire Crane” (1984), “Black Idyl” (1987) and “The Myth of Natural Cycle” (1987), were already 
informed by abstract expressionism, though at this point Yang had yet to elevate these elements to the central focus of his 
paintings. 

In the 1990s, Yang’s works exhibited a balance between representational and abstract elements. In “Blue Flower” 
(1991-1992), “Silver Painting” (1993), “Black Flowers” (1993) and “Possibility of Snow” (1994), the calligraphic brushwork of 
the main images and abstract colors of the background existed in harmonious juxtaposition, the blood and fire of earlier 
pieces transformed into the graceful dance of flora in space. In “Before the Seventh Day” (1995), the basic forms of abstract  
expressionism Yang Chihung produces today can already be seen, most notably the way in which the linear expression of the 
main image elevates lyrical meaning to the point at which it becomes a focus for the melodic feel of the painting. In contrast, 
the pieces in the “Leaves of Grass” series created in 1990-1993 are a combination of representational and abstract images and 
reference Leaves of Grass by American poet Walt Whitman.
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 Although the theme is flowers and plants, tree growth rings, 

animal skulls, withered branches and newly-grown leaves all express fragments of life and symbolize the re-presentation of 
time and space. This is a journey of life and time undertaken by the artist on canvas and it embraces subtle psychological 
changes and philosophical ruminations that reflect deeper psychological conflict and anxiety. Moreover, the bold brushwork 
of Yang’s later abstract works is in many ways an abstract extension of the shapes of flowers and leaves from his earlier pieces. 
For example, the work “Booming”(2008-2009) showcases an eastern gentility and calmness that highlights the way in which 
Yang Chihung’s art has evolved from a western to a more eastern focus. 

Since becoming part of the New York art scene in the 1980s, Yang has dedicated his life to the pursuit of art and is considered 
by Taiwanese art critics to be one of the nation’s more interesting middle generation artists and after Zao Wou-ki and Chu 
Teh-chun, one of the most important abstract expressionist Chinese artists. The critics have said that Yang’s pieces express 
scenes from life, focus on life experience and are introspective, freely wandering between real and virtual realms in ways that 
showcase the purity of painting and make them small but complete examples of spiritual expression. 

Generally speaking, Yang Chihung can be viewed as a lyrical abstract artist with a western modern art background. Hans 
Hofmann (1880-1966) observed that these types of artist “paint in an uncertain state of mind as they lose conscious control. 
As an explosion of sentiment this becomes the automatic state of which we hear so much.” For Hofmann, “automatic” 
painting expressed the true instincts of the artist, thereby distinguishing such works from excessive personal associations: 
“People often ask me how I create art, and I tell them that I allow my heart and my work to detach from any extraneous 
thoughts unrelated to the act of painting. In this sense, I am completely inspired and emotionally excited by the act itself. The 
development of painting requires constant action.” Hofmann combined the rational structures of Paul Cezanne (1839-1906) 
and the free brushwork and romantic treatment of space of Wassily Kandinsky (1866-1944), while observing the movement 
of color in space which he called “push and pull.” This theory as it relates to color implies that movement within painting 
space represents opposite yet complementary motion back and forth, and although it does not demand three dimensional 
depth of field focus it maintains the movement of the viewer’s line of sight as he/she views the work. This modernist visual 
experience gives Yang a broader vision and in his works in the New Millennium “lyricism” has come to represent 
reestablishing the poetic connection between Mankind and nature. For example, in “Fast Stillness” (2007), “The Forces of 
Nature” (2007), “Walden” (2007) and “Dramatic Nature”(2008), the artist chose titles that resonate with the visual experience 
and image imagination of viewers.  
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Yang Chihung has indicated that his early ink paintings were deeply influenced by James Joyce’s (1882-1941) “stream of 
consciousness literature,” wherein the expression of ideas involves not the linking of fragments but rather a constant and 
interconnected flow of words. In talks with me, Yang mentioned how when reading Ulysses he was surprised to find 
absolutely no commas on page 34. In 2003, he attended the “International Calligraphy Art Biennial Exhibition” in South Korea, 
where the spiritual vitality of the ink art he showed can be traced back to the concepts and experimentation of Chinese 
calligraphy. Yang observed that although the focus on “writing” Chinese characters in the Sinospheric circles of East Asia was 
similar there were certain differences between peoples. For example, in South Korea calligraphy is expressed as “written art,” 
in Japan “way of writing” and in China “writing method.” Chinese master calligrapher Huai Su (737-799) was instrumental in 
elevating the writing of Chinese characters to their most original state - “writing as if in a trance.” On this basis, Yang believes 
there remains much space for the growth of calligraphy as Chinese art develops, because it can inspire artists to seek out new 
and innovative methodological meaning in painting, whereas western artists such as Franz Kline (1910-1962) and Jackson 
Pollock (1912-1956) were unable to call on an understanding of the inner essence and profundity of Chinese calligraphy to 
enrich their creative work. 

Yang used his grasp of Chinese calligraphy as a source for the brushwork informing his abstract art and maintained the inner 
stability of artistic appeal until the Wild Cursive Calligraphy series in 2008. “The creative concept of stream of consciousness 
is like a sharp two-sided knife. On the one hand it cuts away the rigid fetters imposed on ink painting by traditional texturing 
methodology, on the other it also cuts asunder the aesthetics of the materialist conception of history that so stifles western 
painting.” In this sense, Yang disassociates himself from the fixed formula of traditional Chinese ink art, but also the 
reproducible shapes of western realist painting. Instead, he attempts to showcase an inner imagination and vision on a real 
world foundation, which enables him to seek out an abstract equilibrium between Chinese subjectivism and Western 
objectivism based on “external learning from naturalism and internal comprehension.” Yang says: “I received little learning in 
ancient Chinese culture so my creative work takes sustenance from ‘life.’ I focus on the reality of the here and now in which  I 
live.” 

In recent years, Yang Chihung has used much more black in his new works (see “Flamboyant,” 2013) and although this makes 
it appear as though the appeal of Chinese calligraphy and ink art has increased, the real question is what change in aesthetic 
orientation does this change reflect? In point of fact, in the creative process of abstract painting, the brushwork of Chinese ink 
painting and use of color in Western painting combine to create a visual tension based on contrast and complementarity. 
Moreover, the painting and expressive nature of Yang’s works originate in the antagonism and harmony that exists between 
calligraphic brushwork and expressive use of color, and it is this that enables the artist to imbue the pieces with his own ideas 
and emotions. For art critics and the audience alike when we view the works of Yang Chihung the most puzzling thing is that 
we are looking at a finished painting, but are unable to share in artist’s puzzle-like creative process, and that makes it 
extremely difficult to determine which essential elements and mentality inform his artistic thinking. 

In addition to the aforementioned “stream of consciousness” writing, one of the other creative channels used by Yang 
Chihung is “antinomy.” His works are replete with tension as expressed through the juxtaposition of such elements as day and 
night, black and white. Yang is deeply interested in relativism (or polarization), the way in which colors and images in his 
works attract and repel each other and what appears to be a state of confusion, which he refers to as “Zhuang Zhou Dreaming 
of Being a Butterfly.” 

The titles of the works “In Between” (2007) and “Between the Lines” (2010) express the artist’s feel for and expression of the 
middle-ground in antinomy. In pieces such as “A Thousand Years” (2012) Yang uses black lines as the basic tone to convey a 
sense of movement. This is like sitting in a plane and looking out of the window at the roiling clouds below and observing the 
hectic speed at which they change shape. The artist’s paintings are invariably imbued with intimations of landscapes, wisps of 
clouds and a spatial relationship that highlights the harmony of Heaven and Earth. However, despite using acrylic paint, the 
lyrical appeal of the brushwork and use of ink are still derived from Chinese calligraphy. Yang also displays exquisite mastery 
of the virtual/real hollow strokes and the blurring of lines and points in calligraphy, creating a visual balance that is powerful 
but comforting. 

Yang Chihung has identified his third creative focus as “the way people see art.” Although artists see the outside world in 
much the same way as everyone else, they also strive to view what lies beneath. This method of viewing things reminds us 
that even as we look at Yang’s paintings it is important not to get too wrapped up in the relationship between what is 
depicted and reality. The focus is rather the spiritual expressiveness with which this inner world is depicted and the way in 
which emotion is conveyed. In this context, the titles the artist selects for his pieces offer an excellent guide, but these are 
similar to a symphony, in as much as they focus on the chaotic overall psychological feel and not the identification of things in 
a specific time and space. In other words, although any viewer looking at the artist’s paintings encounters a great deal of 
uncertainty this represents inclusiveness in the sense that it allows individuals to apply their own life experiences and feelings 
to the pieces and thereby experience a highly personalized sense of aesthetic pleasure. 

I have noticed that although the brush strokes and use of color in Yang Chihung’s most recent works are extremely free 
flowing and infused with a sense of motion, the pieces on the whole have a special visual structure, wherein the movement 
of the strokes seem to radiate diagonally inwards to a focal point (examples include “Majestic Breath,” “Wind and Cloud” and 
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“Vast Space” in 2012). This is a reflection of the way in which the artist expresses spiritual cohesiveness in his paintings. It is 
also a representation of the artist’s firmly held spiritual values, which not only indicate Yang’s expansive and balanced state of 
mind, but also expresses his optimism at the development of the human spirit. This is an example of classical solemnity and 
grandiosity, which as with sunlight breaking through clouds in his paintings add wonder to our mundane existence, as if there 
is a moment of sudden clarity when we can see the light. It is through this awareness that Yang’s art represent a spiritual 
baptism for viewers. In this context, the vast spaces of the artist’s works are not to be found in the depth of two dimensional 
structure but in spiritual openness, which is more effectively achieved through sweeping brush strokes that enable viewers to 
experience a realm of spiritual perfection. 

Yang Chihung’s most recent works display Eastern depth and spiritual balance which comes from the motion of the strokes 
and movement of light/shade. Indeed, the interaction of light and shade gives the viewer a visual experience that flickers 
between lightness and darkness and this experience of “light and shade” is part of the quintessence of traditional Chinese ink 
painting. Twentieth Century Chinese painting master Pan Tien-shou instructed his students thus: “Whether you use detailed 
fine brushwork or casual strokes both focus on the organization and structure of the ink and independent/ overlapping lines 
in Chinese painting, seeking an effect on paper and silk that showcases ‘clear lines’ and ‘clear brushwork’”. In Postscript to the 
Ouxiang Studio Art Collection Qing dynasty painter and calligrapher Yun Shouping (1633-1690) discussed the use of “light” 
and “shade” in Chinese painting, in which he quoted the view of Dong Qichang (1555-1636) who said: “Paintings shade more 
than light” and Wang Hui (1632-1717), who believed: “paintings need light and shade, neither should be ignored” framed as a 
question to Wang Shimin (1592-1680). However, the “light” and “shade” to which Dong Qichang referred was clear brushwork 
and the “light” of those with clear brushwork is what Dong described as “clear use of brush strokes”. In contrast, the “dark” of 
those who prefer less clear brushwork is what Dong described as “cloud enshrouded mountains”. For Wang Hui, “light” and 
“shade” referred to the darkness of the ink used when painting, whereas Han Zhuo in Collected Work of Pure Landscapes said: 
“The use of too much ink impairs the artist’s ability to represent reality, undermines brushwork and makes the work too 
heavy; the use of too little ink appears timid and weak, both conditions represent a failing.” 

In the distant past painter Li Cheng (919-967) talked of “cherishing ink like gold” and Wang Qia (323-358) of “splashing ink like 
water” though both were references to different styles in the application of “light” and “shade” and proved equally adept at 
scaling the peaks of artistic achievement. More recently, Huang Binghong (1865-1955) liked to fill his paintings with images of 
dark mountains at night “Reviewing paintings from the Northern Song Dynasty is like traveling up a mountain at night, the 
thick layers of darkness combining with reality discerned through dark, the two defining each other”. Huang said that when 
discussing painting the ancients “preferred shade over light,” “light makes everything obvious, whereas shade is intriguing and 
appealing.” He also discussed “clear gradation,” wherein the bone method of brushwork creates a certain visual alacrity “clear 
gradation comes from the brush, the strength of the strokes from qi, blending is the ink which has its own rhythm.”   

The focus on “brushwork” and “light and shade” in traditional Chinese painting in the latter part of this article hints at my 
conclusion. I believe that Yang Chi-hung’s recent works focus on the “bone method brushwork” and “rhythmic vitality” of 
Chinese painting and therefore embrace (or return to) a creative reinterpretation of the language of that genre. In terms of 
form, this method of expression is represented as flowing calligraphic strokes, black/white, light/shade, and the colorful 
atmosphere of the artist’s abstract paintings, reflecting the fundamental relationship between artistic language and the 
“inner truth” pursued by the artist. As western abstract expressionism is already considered a classical era in art history, how 
are Chinese artists who follow in the footsteps of abstract artist Zao Wou-ki supposed to forge their own way? Through his art 
Yang Chihung, having become a tireless explorer of new possibilities, clearly applies a post-modern way of thinking to 
modernize traditional eastern art and develop an international expression of local culture. This can be understood as an 
expression of the spirit of the East in a post modern era. It also represents the modern reconstruction of Chinese culture and 
history and as such establishes a new spiritual landmark for Asian culture in the world of art. 

 

1. Leaves of Grass is a collection of romantic poems by 19th century American writer Walt Whitman (1819-1892). The 
collection contains more than 300 poems and is renowned for numerous quotes such as: “This is the grass that grows 
wherever the land is and the water is.” The collection offers a pantheistic eulogy to nature and self, expressing a 
reverence that imbues all natural things with divinity. Many of the poems are replete with praise for the magnificence, 
mystery and greatness of nature: 

Scaling mountains, pulling myself cautiously up, holding on by low scragged limbs,  
Walking the path worn in the grass and beat through the leaves of the brush,  
Where the quail is whistling betwixt the woods and the wheat-lot,  
Where the bat flies in the Seventh-month eve, where the great goldbug drops through the dark,  
Where the brook puts out of the roots of the old tree and flows to the meadow, 

Leaves of Grass is filled with the grasses of America, always vital and enchantingly fragrant. Whitman was bold and 
innovative in his creation of free verse form, using pauses as a foundation for poetic meter and the vigorous flow of free 
and unrestrained rhythm to encompass Heaven and Earth. 
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